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This paper discusses certain important aspects of the noise behavior

of a pumped resistive diode containing shot and thermal noise sources.

The derivation oj the following result has a central role in the discussion.

It is shown that the noise behavior of a pumped diode which does not contain

1/f noise sources can be derived in a very simple way from Nyquist's

theorem. This follows from the fact that the small-signal terminal behavior

of such a diode can always be represented, in the frequency range of practical

interest, by means of a connection of two linear and time-invariant net-

works of which one is noiseless and the other is dissipative, contains only

thermal noise sources and is held at a uniform temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of frequency conversion and its applications are well

known and are extensively treated in the literature.
1-22 This paper con-

siders the special case of a resistive diode frequency converter. An im-

portant limitation on the minimum noise figure of such a frequency

converter is imposed by the noise generated by the diode, and it is the

main purpose of this paper to study the properties of this noise.

Until a few years ago, much of the noise generated by the diode was

1// noise. Therefore, since very little was known about this type of

noise, the early theories of frequency converters using positive resis-

tance diodes paid little attention to the noise performance, and some-

what later theories accounted for noise only in a very approximate

way. However, as the semiconductor craft has developed, 1/f noise

has been subject to considerable reduction and, even though its exact

mechanism has not yet been completely established, in present diodes

it appears to be important only at very low frequencies.23 Therefore,

the study of shot and thermal noise in pumped diodes is of great prac-

tical importance.
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Strutt showed the method of treating shot and thermal noise in a

pumped diode many years ago.6 Since that time the method has been

applied to tunnel diode frequency converters by a number of au-

thors10-20 However, in the case of a frequency converter using a posi-

tive resistance diode, it is normally believed that, in order to calculate

its noise figure, a detailed analysis of the noise behavior of the diode

is not necessary.10, 12-14

Consider a positive resistance diode which does not contain fre-

quency dependent noise sources. That is, assume that, for any fixed

voltage v applied to its terminals, the small-signal terminal behavior

of the diode is equivalent to that of an ordinary resistor held at a uni-

form temperature T. The conductance g of this resistor is equal to the

differential conductance of the diode and T is the so-called equivalent

noise temperature of the diode. Since in a frequency converter the

diode is pumped periodically by the pump, v varies with time. There-

fore, g and T also vary with time, because they both depend upon v,

and one can write g = g (t) and T = T(t)

.

Normally it is convenient to represent the small-signal terminal be-

havior of the diode by means of a linear and time-invariant network

with several separate terminal pairs, one for each frequency of inter-

est. A study of the noise behavior of this equivalent network generally

requires that the self- and cross-power spectral densities of its short-

circuit terminal currents, or of its open-circuit terminal voltages, be

determined. Normally, however, the difficulty in determining the statis-

tics of these noise terms is overcome by making the assumption that

the equivalent network may be treated as an ordinary time-invariant

dissipative system which contains only thermal noise sources and is

held at a uniform temperature T,r . Tx is normally assumed to be equal

to a certain time average of Tit)

.

Even though no general proof has yet been given for this representa-

tion, it is widely used, mainly because it greatly simplifies the treat-

ment of the noise performance of a frequency converter. However, it

is often viewed with reservations for several reasons. 11"' One very im-

portant reason is that it is generally applied to cases, in which one can

easily show that it is not applicable, such as cases in which significant

1// noise is generated by the diode. Another reason is that its validity

is not obvious even in the limiting case where the noise power available

from the diode is frequency independent and does not vary with the

applied voltage. In fact, even in this limiting case, it is often considered

to be not strictly valid,
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However, in this paper it is shown that, besides being valid under

certain limiting conditions, such a representation can also be used for

formulating and interpreting in a very simple way the noise behavior

of a pumped diode under quite general conditions, including a negative

resistance diode.

In the following discussion it is assumed that the diode does not con-

tain frequency-dependent noise sources, so that its small-signal term-

inal behavior may be completely specified by the two time-varying

parameters g(t) and T(t). Then it is shown that, in the limiting case

where T is a constant, the following theorem is true:

Theorem 1: If a pumped resistive diode is characterized by a time-

invariant equivalent noise temperature T, then its small-signal termi-

nal behavior can be represented by means of a time-invariant equi-

valent network which contains only thermal noise sources and is held

at a uniform temperature Ts = T.

From this general theorem, which is already known to be valid un-

der certain particular circuit conditions,22 a number of interesting re-

sults can be derived. One important result is of course that, in a fre-

quency converter which is bilateral and in which the noise temperature

of the diode has negligible variations with time, the noise figure can be

readily calculated. In fact, under these limiting conditions the noise

figure can be related in a very simple way to T and to the dissipation

characteristics of the circuit.10 '
12_14

Another important result is that, also in the general case where T(t)

is not a constant, the terminal behavior of the diode can be readily

derived from theorem 1. This is a consequence of the following gen-

eral property, which follows directly from the definition of T(t) and

is stated as a theorem for emphasis:

Theorem 2: Consider a pumped diode characterized by the time-vary-

ing parameters T(t) and g(t). Its short-circuit noise current 8n(t) is

identical to that of a second diode characterized by a time-invariant

temperature T2 and a differential conductance
|

g(t)
|
T(t)/T2 .

According to theorem 1, this second diode can be represented by an

equivalent network held at a uniform temperature T2 . Therefore, by

applying to this equivalent network the generalized form of Nyquist's

theorem derived by Twiss,24 the correlations between the various fre-

quency components of 8n{ 1 1 can be readily determined. One finds that

these correlations are simply equal to the Fourier coefficients of g(t).
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This property is already known to be valid under certain particular

circuit conditions.16-20

Now, consider a linear, reciprocal, passive and time-invariant one-

terminal pair network containing different elements held at different

temperatures. It is well known
28

that at a given frequency coi the effec-

tive noise temperature of this network can be expressed as a weighted

average of the various temperatures of the lossy elements. The weighting

factors in this weighted average are simply equal to the amounts of

power that are dissipated by the various lossy elements when the net-

work is connected, at its two terminals, to a generator delivering a

unit amount of power at the considered frequency <ai . This result is

extended, in Section VIII, to a reciprocal and linear network containing

a time-varying resistance, by introducing the concept of average tem-

perature TBV of a pumped resistive diode. The significance of this param-

eter is best illustrated by the following example.

Suppose that one wants to calculate the noise power available from

the output terminals of a frequency down-converter. It is shown that,

if the frequency converter is bilateral, this power can be calculated

by replacing the diode with one having the same i-v characteristic and

a temperature equal to Tav, where !Tav is given by the relation

(P(t)T(t))„
()

(P(t))av
' w

where ( )av indicates the time average and P{t) is the instantaneous

small-signal power dissipated by the differential conductance of the

diode when a small-signal generator is applied to the output terminals

of the frequency converter. It is important to point out that Tav de-

pends, in general, both on the characteristics of the diode and on those

of the circuit connected to it.

II. SMALL SIGNAL EQUATIONS OF A NOISELESS PUMPED DIODE

Let the diode current i be a nonlinear function /(u) of the terminal

voltage v. It is assumed that the diode is pumped by a strong periodic

source at a frequency w„ and its harmonics. Therefore v and i contain

large components v c (t) and ie {t) of the type:

».(*) = E V* exp jku.t (2)
A--W

00

i'«(0 = 2 J* exP #»•'• @)
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It is assumed that v and i contain, in addition, small components 8v (t)

and 8i(t) and it is desired to derive the relation between 8v{t) and
8i(t), for the limiting case 8v(t) -» and 8i{t) -» 0. Thus let

v = v(t) = v e (t) + 8v(t), (4)

i = i( t) = ie (t) + 8i(t). (5)

The differential conductance of the diode is equal to the derivative of

f(v) . Let it be denoted by g<j(t> ) and let

9(t) = gdMt)]. (6)

Since vc (t) is periodic, also g(t) is periodic and therefore it can be

written in the form

CO

0(0 = 2 Qk exp jW. (7)
*--co

Since i = f(v) and {7d(v) is the derivative of f(v), from equations 4, 5,

and 6 one has:

8i(t) = git) 8v(t) (8)

in the limiting case 8v(t) -> 0. This relation completely describes the

small-signal terminal behavior of the diode, in the absence of internal

noise sources.

HI. SMALL SIGNAL EQUATIONS OF A NOISELESS DIODE IN THE

FREQUENCY DOMAIN

From equations 7 and 8 the relations between the different frequency

components of 8v(t) and 8i(t) can be readily derived
4,7

. In fact, assume

that both 8v(t) and 8i(t) contain components at only the pairs of side-

frequencies kue + p and ku — p (| k \
= 0, 1, 2, etc.; 2p < &>„). Then

8v(t) and 8i(t) can be expressed as follows:

8v(t) = 2(Re) f; Vak exp j(p + kcc )t + £ Vfk exp j(p - fe„ )/ (9)
L t-o *-i J

«(0 = 2(Re)| E / ai exp j(p + kcc )t + f] /,* exp j(p - ko> )t\ (10)

and, on substituting equations 9, 10, and 7 into equation 8, one obtains

the following relations between the Fourier coefficients of the various

frequency components of 8v(t) and 8i{t) :

Iar = E 9r- kV ak + f) Q r , kVpk (f = , 1 , etC.) (11)
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hr = E 9>-rV» + Z 9-r-kVat (r = 1, 2, etc.) (12)

which can be written in the form

:

L/,]J

"[(?„.] [Gaf ]

JG, a ] [G„l _V„L

Vm ]
:i3)

where the matrix notation is defined as follows:

r
/„»] ^,1

la] =
1*2

, Ifi] =
I*

h.
, 7„] =

Va0

7.1 =

7„

7„

7/,3
(14)

and the elements of the matrices [Goal, [Gap], etc., are

(Gaa ) r . k
= g r . k (r,k = 0,l, etc.) (15)

(G„)r.t - 0*-, (r,A = 1,2, etc.) (16)

((?.?),.* = 9r +k (r,k - 1 = 0,1, etc.) (17)

(flWr.*-f-r-i (r-l,*-0,l, etc.). (18)

Equations 13 through IS completely specify the terminal behavior

of the diode at the frequencies p ± fco> in the absence of internal noise

sources.

IV. SMALL SIGNAL TERMINAL BEHAVIOR OF A NOISY DIODE

Up to this point the noise generated by the diode has been ignored.

In the general case of a noisy diode equation 8 has to be modified as

follows

:

8i(t) = g(t) 8v(t) + 8?i(t) (19)

where Bn (t) is the equivalent short-circuit noise current of the diode.

Equation 19 corresponds to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 in

which the spontaneous fluctuations of the diode are ascribed to a cur-

rent generator of infinite internal impedence, acting in parallel to the

differential conductance of the diode.

Now, consider the components of Bn(t) occurring in an infinitesimal

frequency range between w — (dw)/2 and oj + (du)/2. It is convenient

to account for these components by means of a single pseudosinusoid
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5n(t)

Fig. 1 — Equivalent circuit of a time-varying conductance containing noise
•sources.

with random complex amplitude
20-28

. Then, let N ak and NPr (k =
0, 1, 2, etc.; r = 1, 2, etc.) be the complex Fourier amplitudes of the
pseudosinusoids relative to the frequencies p + ku and p — ha

,

respectively. Noise components occurring at frequencies different from
these will be neglected since they have no effect on the small-signal
terminal behavior of the diode at the frequencies p ± ku . Then

bn{t) = 2(Re)^ £ Nak exp j(p + ko>B)t + £ N0k exp j(p - ko )t\ (20)

and from equations 13 and 19 one obtains:

7-]J L[G,a] [G„)j V*]

+

where

N.] =

N a0

and Ns] =

(21)

(22)

Equation 21 completely specifies the small-signal terminal behavior
of a pumped diode containing noise sources. Its physical interpretation

is often facilitated by introducing the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2. In
this equivalent circuit the diode is represented by a linear and time-
invariant network in which the terminal voltages and currents occur
at the same frequency. Their Fourier coefficients are equal to those of
the various frequency components of 8v(t) and 8i(t)

.

The network of Fig. 2 is completely specified with respect to its ter-

minal pairs by its admittance matrix

\G] = [Gaa] [GoP ]

(23)
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/
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\ :
N
]

M

Fig. 2— Time-invariant equivalent network of a pumped diode.

and by the noise column matrix

~Nm ]

N] =
.NB

(24)

which represents the complex Fourier amplitudes of its short-circuit

terminal currents. The self- and cross-power spectral densities of these

noise currents are

(N akN*ar) (NBkNZ) , (N.M)

df' df '

and
df

(25)

where
< > indicates the statistical average. They are conveniently rep-

resented by the matrix
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| (mm), (26)

where superscript
1

denotes the Ilermitian conjugate.

Now let the properties of the equivalent network of Fig. 2 be briefly

examined. Since gk = g*k (k = 0, 1, 2, etc.), from equations 15 through

18 one has that the admittance matrix [G] is Hermitian, that is:

[G] = ffl. (27)

It is interesting to note that this condition is equivalent to the condition

that

(IM)(VV[G\V]) = (28)

for all V], which requires that the total reactive power flowing into the

nonlinear resistance at the various side frequencies p ± fcw (k =
0, 1, etc.) be always zero. This property is a direct consequence of the

general energy relations derived by Manley and Rowe for nonlinear

resistors.
20

Because of equation 27 the average small-signal power dis-

sipated in the admittance g(t) can be expressed as

(8v(t)
2
g(t))~ = VV([G] + m)V] = 2V?[G]V]. (29)

Therefore, if

g(t) > (30)

at all times, then [G] is both Hermitian and positive definite and the

equivalent network is dissipative.

Now, consider a linear and dissipative network which contains only

thermal noise sources and is characterized by an admittance matrix

equal to [G]. If such a network is held at a uniform temperature T,

then the various spectral densities of its short-circuit terminal currents

are simply given by the elements of the matrix

kT([G\ + [<?T).

From this generalized form of Nyquist's Theorem, proved by Twiss,24

and from equation 27 one has that, if condition 30 is satisfied and the

matrix 26 satisfies the relation

(N]NY) = 2kTdj[G\, (31)

then the small-signal terminal behavior of the diode can be represented

by means of an equivalent network which contains only thermal noise

sources and is held at a uniform temperature T.
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Of special importance is the particular case in which the circuit con-

nected to the diode is resistive at the harmonics 2w , 3w , etc., of the

pump frequency and, at these frequencies, does not contain generators.

Under these conditions it is always possible to choose the origin of time

in such a way as to make ve (t), ic (t) and g(t) even functions of time.
7

In this case, since all of the coefficients gk (k — 0, 1, etc.) become real,

gk = 0-k

,

(32)

and therefore [G] becomes a real symmetric matrix, because of

equations 15 through 18. If, in addition to equation 32, condition

30 is satisfied, then the equivalent network of Fig. 2 can be realized

by means of an ordinary resistive network. 2

Of course, in the general case where the origin of time cannot

be chosen to make all the coefficients gk real, the diode cannot be

represented by a reciprocal (bilateral) network.

Condition 31 is never satisfied if g(t) becomes negative for some

values of t. In fact in this case [G] is indefinite, while (N]N]*) is

always a positive definite or semidefinite matrix. On the other hand, if

0(0 < (33)

for all values of t, then [G] is negative definite and of special interest

becomes the condition

(N]NV) = -2kT df[G\. (34)

In fact, consider a pumped negative resistance diode which satisfies

this condition. If a frequency converter is made from such a diode

by imbedding it in a lossless network, then its noise measure, defined

by Hauss and Adler,30 is independent of the characteristics of the

lossless network and is simply equal to T/T , where T is standard

temperature, 290°K. Therefore, if Ge is the exchangeable gain of such

a frequency converter, its noise figure F is simply equal to

F = 1 + T/T. (1 - I/O.). (35)

V. SHOT NOISE IN A PUMPED DIODE

Assume that the diode only contains shot noise sources and that

in the frequency range of interest transit time effects can be neg-

lected.6 -
"• 26

-
"• 32

Assume for the moment that the voltage v applied to the diode

is time-invariant. Then 8n{t) can be treated as white noise over the
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frequency range of practical interest. Therefore, if .S denotes its spec-

tral density, it can be expressed as

8n(t) = SJz(0, (36)

where x(t) is white noise with unit spectral density. S will in general

depend upon the voltage v applied to the diode and it is convenient

to express this voltage dependence in the following form:

S = SM = 2kTd (v)
| gd (v) |

(37)

where kTd (v)/2 represents the exchangeable noise power at the

diode terminals, per unit bandwidth. In equation 37 the occurrence

of the factor 2, in place of the usual factor 4, results from the fact

that here both positive and negative frequencies are considered.

Now, consider the general case where v is not a constant and let

the concise notation

T(t) = Td [vc (t)]

(3g)

S(t) = Sd[vM = 2kT(t)
|

g{t)
|

be introduced. Then 8n(t) results from the superposition of statis-

tically independent random disturbances whose probability of occur-

rence is proportional to the deterministic and periodic function

h(t) = [S(t))} (39)

Since it is assumed that the duration of these disturbances is much
smaller than the reciprocal of the highest significant frequency

of h (t) , equation 36 is still applicable and therefore

8n(t) = h(t)x(t). (40)

Now let consideration be restricted to the fluctuation components

occurring in infinitesimal frequency intervals of width df, centered at

the frequencies p ± ku . Then, since x(t) is white noise with unit

spectral density, from equation 40 one has that Sn(t) can be expressed

as follows:
8,26

oo

8n(t) = h(t) £ 2(df)
i cos [(so>„ + pt) + Vt ] (41)

where ip, are statistically independent random phase angles distributed

uniformly over the range (0, 2ir).
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Let h(t) and S(t) be represented by the Fourier series

S(t) = E Sk exp jkaj (42)

h(t) = E Hk exp fhujt. (43)
* = -co

From equation 39 one has that Sk and Hk are related through the

relations:

= Sk- T

(45)

Sr
= E tfttfr_, . (44)

*=-co

Introduction of equation 43 in equation 41 gives

:

8n(t) = (<*/)* E E ^rlexp j[(s + r)co t + pt + <p.]

»-— CO «-— 00

+ exp j[(r - s)a>J - pt - <p.]}

CO CO

= (#)* E E #*-« exp #>. exp j(koy + p)*
«--co i--co

+ H,- k exp — j<p. exp — jX&w,, + p)t

= 2(Re){(d/)* E E #*-. exp #>. exp i(foo„ + p)^[
V t-— CO • -— CO )

From this last relation and from equation 20 one obtains

N ak = (df)
h E^ #*-. exp j<p, (46)

Npk = (dff E H-*- exp fa. . (47)
a- — CO

Hence, since

/ • • \ f
1

'

r = s
(exp ]<p. exp -j<pr) =

^
,

lo, r^s

from equations 46 and 47 one obtains

:

(48)
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and

^P - t Ht..H„.

Now, consider a time-varying conductance equal to S(t) and let

[S] denote its admittance matrix. Then [S] is obtained from equations

15 through 18, and 23 by formally replacing gk and G with Sk and S

throughout. Therefore the elements of [S] are equal to the various

Fourier coefficients Sk and, from equations 48 and 49, one obtains

the final result

(N]NY) = clf[S]. (50)

VI. NOISE BEHAVIOR OF THE DIODE

The preceding section showed that if a diode contains only shot

noise sources, then the self- and cross-power spectral densities of

its short-circuit terminal currents are simply equal to the Fourier

coefficients of 2kT(t) \g(t)\, over the frequency range of practical

interest. Let us examine the significance of these relations, which

are valid even if the diode contains thermal noise sources.

First, consider the special case of a positive resistance diode char-

acterized by an equivalent noise temperature Ta {v) which is ap-

proximately constant over the range of voltages of interest, so that

the approximation

Td (v) = T = constant (51)

can be made. In this case since equations 38 give

S„ = 2kTgk ,
(52)

one has

[8\ = 2kT[G] (53)

and therefore from equation 50 it follows that the spectral density

matrix satisfies condition 31. One concludes that, if Td (v) is inde-

pendent of v and condition 30 is satisfied, then the small-signal

terminal behavior of the diode can be represented by a time-invariant

dissipative network held at a uniform temperature T, as stated in

theorem 1.

Thus, in the limiting case (51) and under the restriction g(t) > 0,
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equation 50 can be interpreted as a direct consequence of theorem

1 and Nyquist's theorem. Now, a little reflection shows why equation

50 also is valid in the general case where T(t) is not a constant

and the restriction g(t) > is removed. In fact, two diodes having

the same S(t) have the same short-circuit terminal currents, no

matter what their differential admittances may be. Notice that from

this rather obvious property theorem 2 follows at once. That is, the

short-circuit terminal currents of a diode characterized by an equi-

valent noise temperature T{t) and by a differential conductance

g{t) are identical to those of a diode characterized by a constant

temperature T2 and a differential conductance

I
9(t)

I
[T(t)]/T2 , (54)

where T2 is an arbitrary temperature. It is important to point out

that, even though the foregoing two diodes have the same short-circuit

terminal currents, they are not equivalent since they have different

conductances. On the other hand, the terminal behavior of a diode

characterized by a voltage-dependent temperature Td {v) and a con-

ductance gaiv) is equal to that of the parallel connection of the two

diodes (see Fig. 3) with voltage-independent temperatures T± and

T2 and with the differential conductances gdi{v) and Qaa(v) defined

by the following equations:

Q*M + 9d2 (v) = gd (v)

gMTi + gd2(v)T2 = gd{v)TM

where 2\ and T2 are subject to the only condition

Ti < TM < T3

(55)

(56)

(57)

which guarantees that gdi(v), fjtofv) and gd (v) have all the same

sign. Notice that the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 and the original

diode have the same short-circuit terminal currents because of equa-

Td
(V),gd (vi Ti,9di<vi T2 .gd2 ,v)

Fig. 3— Representation of an arbitrary noisy resistive diode by means of two
diodes with voltage-independent noise temperatures Tx and T2 .
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tion 56, and have the same differential conductances because of

equation 55. An important feature of this equivalent circuit is that

theorem 1 is applicable to both diodes and it can therefore be studied

by standard techniques. Particularly interesting is the limiting case

Tx = 0. In fact in this case one of the two diodes becomes noiseless

and the other has the time-varying conductance

0.(0 - gdpM = g{t)[T{t)}/T,, (58)

when the pump voltage vc (t) is applied to it. Hence, by comparing

equation 54 with equation 58 one obtains the following result. If

g{t) > and T2 > T(t) for all values of t, then, by connecting a

noiseless diode having the conductance

(7.(0 = gAvM = g(t)[Ta - T(t)]/Ta (59)

in parallel with the second diode of theorem 2, one obtains a circuit

completely equivalent to the original diode.

Now, consider the case where g(t) < for all values of t and

suppose that condition 51 is satisfied. Then

[S] = -2kT[G] (60)

and from equation 50 one has that condition 34 is satisfied. Hence,

the remarks about this possibility at the end of Section III apply.

In general, where T(t) is not a constant, equation 35 is not valid.

However, if T\ and T2 are the minimum and maximum values of

T(t), so that

Ty ^ T(t) ^ T2 (61)

then one can say that the noise performance of the diode will be

bounded by the two limiting values obtained from equation 35 for

the two limiting cases T = 7\ and T = T2 .

VII. TERMINAL BEHAVIOR OF THE DIODE IN THE IMPEDANCE-MATRIX

REPRESENTATION

In some cases it is convenient to use the impedance-matrix rep-

resentation, rather than the admittance-matrix representation, for

describing the terminal behavior of the diode. Let

CO

r(t) = 1/0(7) =£r, exp jfooj (62)
i = -00

be the differential resistance of the diode. Then the impedance-matrix
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representation of the small-signal terminal behavior of the diode can

be written in the form

V] = [R]I] + N.] (63)

where the relations between the elements of the impedance-matrix

[R] and the coefficients rk are identical to those between the elements

of [G] and gk (see equations 15 through 18). The column matrix

Nv ] consists of the amplitudes of the open-circuit terminal voltages

of the diode. If

CO

0(0 = 2kT(t)
|
r(0

|
= X) 0* exp jkuj (64)

then one has

(N.WJ) = dj[0] (65)

where [0] can be obtained from equations 15 through 18, and 23

by replacing G and gk with and k throughout. Notice that equa-

tion 65, which is analogous to equation 50, follows from theorem 1,

Nyquist's theorem24 and the fact that two diodes having the same

0(0 have the same Nv ], no matter what their differential resistances

may be.

VIII. AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF A PUMPED DIODE

Consider a linear, reciprocal, passive and time-invariant one-terminal

pair network containing different elements held at different tempera-

tures. It is well known25
that at a given frequency u)i the effective noise

temperature of this network can be expressed as a weighted average of

the various temperatures of the lossy elements. The weighting factors

in this weighted average are simply equal to the amounts of power that

are dissipated by the various lossy elements when the network is con-

nected, at its two terminals, to a generator delivering a unit amount of

power at the considered frequency coj . This result is extended, in this

section, to a pumped diode.

The concept of average noise temperature Tav of a pumped diode

is introduced in this section. Consideration is restricted to the case

where g(t) ^ and condition 32 is satisfied, so that the equivalent

circuit of the diode is passive and bilateral. It is shown that T„ de-

pends, in general, both on the characteristics of the diode and on those

of the linear and time-invariant circuit connected to it. However, if

certain conditions are satisfied, then it only depends on the diode

characteristics.
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Consider a one-terminal-pair network N consisting of a pumped

diode imbedded in a linear, time-invariant and bilateral two-terminal-

pairs network N' (Fig. 4). Assume, furthermore, that the network

iV can exchange power at a single frequency <ox , at its terminals. Then

the average temperature Tav of the diode is defined in the following

way:

!Tav is such that the noise power available from the terminals of

the network N does not change if the actual temperature-voltage

characteristic Ta(v) of the diode is replaced with a constant tem-

perature equal to Tav .

Now let a small-signal generator of frequency wi be connected to

the terminals of the network N, and let 8i{t) and $v{t) be the small

signals produced at the diode terminals. It will be shown that

r3r/u -

/
5i(t) 8v(t)T(f) dt

8i(t) 8v(t) dt
Jo

(66)

Notice that this equation is equivalent to equation 1.

Proof: It is convenient to represent the circuit of Fig. 4 by means of the

equivalent circuit of Fig. 5, where the network D represents the small-

signal terminal behavior of the diode and each terminal pair of D
exchanges power at only one frequency. Notice that in Fig. 5 the net-

work N' has been represented by means of several separate equivalent

circuits, N[ , N'3 , etc., one for each frequency of interest.

The network D can be decomposed into two separate networks

Di and D2 , each held at a uniform temperature.

In fact, let the diode of Fig. 4 be replaced by the two diodes shown

in Fig. 3 and let &i(£) and 8i2 (t) be the small-signal currents of the

Fig. 4— Diode imbedded in a linear, time-invariant and bilateral network W.
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r

.,w

DIODE
EQUIVALENT
NETWORK

l_.

(67)

Fig. 5— Equivalent circuit of the network iV of Fig. 4.

two diodes. Then, from equation 56 one has:

8v(t) 8i(t)T(t) = 8v(t) 8i,(t)T, + Sv(t) 8i3(t)Ta

which gives

:

(8v(t) 8i(t)T(t))&v _ (8v(t) Suit))^ + (8v(t) 8i2 (t))avT2

(Sv(l) 8i(t))„ (8v(t) 8i(t))a,

Since theorem 1 is applicable to both diodes of Fig. 3, it is clear

that the network D of Fig. 5 can be represented by the parallel

connection of two networks (Di and D2) of which one is held at a

uniform temperature Tx and dissipates an average power equal to

(8v(t)8ii(t))av , and the other is at T2 and dissipates (8v{t)8i2(t))ax .

Now, since both D x and D2 are bilateral, the noise power available

from the network N of Fig. 5 does not vary25
if the temperatures

of Di and D2 are changed so that they become equal to

(8v(t) sm)^ + (8v(t) 8i2 (t))avT*

(8v(t) 81,(1))^ + (MO Si2 (t))av

which, together with eq. 67 gives eq. 66.

Equation 66 is of particular interest when o) X = p, since in this case

it corresponds to the example considered in the introduction. Notice

that TBV is not, in general, a function of the diode characteristics alone.
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In fact, it also depends both on the particular characteristics of the

network N' in which the diode is imbedded and on the value of the

frequency coi at which T„ is defined, unless T(i) is constant.

Under conditions of practical interest T always varies with time and

consequently a direct application of theorem 1 is never strictly valid.

Equation 66 shows, however, that if certain conditions are satisfied,

then TBV is little affected by the particular choice of w, and N', and

consequently a direct application of theorem 1 may not introduce

significant errors. More precisely, suppose that either

fr(i»«0 or -Ar^O (68)
9d\y)

for some values of v and that

Td (v) « T = constant (69)

over the range of voltages for which conditions 68 are not satisfied.

Under these conditions either T(t) PH T' or 8v(f) 8i(t) fH 0, for all values

of t, and consequently from equation 66 one obtains Tav « T' . There-

fore in this case, and only in this case, Tav can be regarded as a function

of the diode characteristics alone and theorem 1 is applicable, with T
replaced by T'.

An important application of the preceding result is given by an

ideal Schottky barrier diode. In fact, the relations derived in Ref.

22 between the noise figure and the conversion loss of such a diode

imply that its junction can be represented, under certain particular

conditions, by means of an ordinary resistive network held at half

the temperature T of the junction.
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